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EXHIBIT 1
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
THROUGH:
SUBJECT:

November 4, 2013
Redmond Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
Scott Woodford, Associate Planner
Heather Richards, Community Development Director
Bike-Pedestrian Network Maps – Review of October Bike Reconnaissance

Report in Brief:
The purpose of this report is to summarize the 2nd bike reconnaissance trip the BPAC took on October
16, 2013 to discuss how to incorporate observations from that experience into the Bike-Pedestrian
Network Maps.
Background:
The goal of the BPAC is to increase bicycle and pedestrian usership within the City of Redmond and
part of that is a focus on improvements that encourage the basic user to bike to local destination points
(a 2011 survey of community residents indicated that the majority of residents who do not regularly
bike around Redmond do not feel safe on the current network of bicycle lanes).
Over the last half year, the BPAC has been working on a Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Plan starting
with bike routes. (Please see attached Attachment A – Redmond Bicycle Network Improvement Plan).
The pedestrian portion of the network will be planned after we finish the bicycle routes.
The Bike and Pedestrian Network Plan will include routes based on a hierarchical system, similar to
streets, and be used to guide future planning and City street improvements, so that the resulting
bike/pedestrian facilities and routes are incorporated and well planned. The Network Plan will also
specify the type of infrastructure appropriate to the context of the street, prioritize the improvements
and provide timelines and potential costs. Fundamental to these planning decisions is that the facilities
are attractive to not only advanced riders, but also to new and inexperienced bicyclists (especially
children) with the goal being a broader share of the community utilizing this important transportation
mode.
In order to ground check the maps we’ve created during past meetings, a portion of the BPAC has
ridden the proposed routes, starting with the southern half of the City in September and then the
northern half on October 16th, stopping several times along the route to make comments.
Discussion:
The purpose of this discussion is to review the routes proposed in the Network Plan in more detail and
based on the site visit to ensure they are appropriate. To help with that exercise, we need to ask the
following questions:
1. Do the proposed routes need to be adjusted? Is there a better way to connect activity points?
Does the network connect residential neighborhoods with key destination points?
----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Bike and Pedestrian Network Improvement Plan
Attachment B –Excerpts from the Washington County Bicycle Facility Toolkit

2. Do we need to add/delete routes?
3. What types of facilities are appropriate along the different routes? Bike Boulevard? Cycle
Track? Separated Path? (Please see Attachment B for excerpts from the Washington County
Bicycle Facility Toolkit that will help with those decisions).
4. Do the areas where trails cross streets need special treatment? Different colored pavement?
Intersection crossing markings?
5. What is the prioritization of these improvements? Start in the middle and work out? Spread the
improvements around town? Concentrate on making complete connections? School routes
first?
To help answer those questions, a summary of the October 6th bike ride comments is included below:
1. Canyon Boulevard to Dogwood Avenue:
a. We started out the ride from City Hall then went west along Evergreen Avenue to
Canyon Boulevard where we turned north. The group felt that Canyon is a pleasant
street to ride on with low traffic and a wide pavement width, however, no particular
facility was discussed. What type of bike facility should be used on Canyon?
2. Dogwood to Canal Boulevard to Fir to Canyon:
a. From Canyon, we rode east up Dogwood Avenue to compare it to Fir Street as a bike
connection to 6th Street and Canal Boulevard. Dogwood was originally designated as a
route, but then subsequently ruled out due to its proximity to the Redmond Fire
Department. After riding it and then Fir back to Canyon, the group felt Dogwood was a
far better street for biking on than Fir for a variety of reasons. One, all the stop signs on
Dogwood are already oriented in favor of continuous biking down the street, including
crossing 7th Street. Dogwoods’ intersection with Canal Street even had a 4 way stop
sign for safe and easy access to the future trail along the canal. With regard to passing
by the Fire Department, the group felt that the relative infrequency of emergency calls
plus the adequate warning that the sirens provide to bikers would not create an unsafe
situation. Fir, on the other hand, has stop signs at nearly all the intersections from 3rd
Street all the way to Canyon Boulevard, which would be required to be changed.
Should we reaffirm Fir as the bike route between Canyon and Canal or should we
recommend that we change back to Dogwood?
3. Canyon Blvd to Maple Avenue Stairs (Next to Bridge):
a. We got back on Canyon Boulevard and headed north to the Maple Avenue Bridge.
Again, biking on this stretch of Canyon was pleasant to bike on due to a lack of traffic
and the street is pretty wide. We checked out the grassy area next to the Maple Street
Bridge that overlooks Dry Canyon - where stairs down to Dry Canyon may be built in the
future. The group discussed the need for the access versus what’s already existing and
agreed that it would increase the accessibility to Dry Canyon, but that it would need to
be designed well to blend in to the environment and would work best for bikers if it could
be built with ramps so that bikers could ride to and from the canyon versus pushing
bikes up and down stairs. What type of bike facility should we use for Canyon
Boulevard? Should we recommend an access to Dry Canyon adjacent to the
Maple Avenue Bridge? What design elements should it include?
4. 10th Street to Spruce Street to Dry Canyon:
th
th
a. We crossed Maple Avenue onto 10 Street and headed north. 10 Street was easily
ridable with a very wide shoulder (about 6 feet) with designated bike lanes. The group
noted that the street was an important connector to the elementary school and that a lot
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of kids would be riding on it. The question arose over whether more people (i.e. the
basic user) would ride on it if it was a protected, separated facility because it would be
safer? Some of the group felt that the bike lane facility was adequate as it currently
existed, but was that only for the strong and fearless rider? What is the most
appropriate bike facility for this stretch? Existing bike lane? Buffered bike lane?
Multi-use path? Separated Cycle Track?
b. Spruce Street was a very quiet street when we rode it (around 3:30PM) and is an
important school route and also a connection to Dry Canyon. We walked our bikes
down the stairs into the Canyon, which was not too challenging, but would be more so
pushing bikes back up.
5. Dry Canyon to Canyon Rim Park:
a. It was nice to be able to get on the path in Dry Canyon and get away from the vehicles.
We rode up the path and then over and up to Canyon Rim Park, which is fairly easy to
ride up to because it’s not that long and steep.
6. Canyon Rim Park to Rimrock to Hemlock to 17th Street to Dogwood Court to 16th Street:
a. This stretch aims to connect Maple Avenue to Antler Avenue and is designed as an
alternative bike route to 19th Street because 19th Street is a busy street and not well laid
out for bikes in its current configuration. The alternative is a combination of streets that
are low traffic and that wind their way through residential neighborhoods and across a
fire access to eventually get you where you want to go. The downside is that it is windy
and not very intuitive and requires some out of way travel to negotiate. Signage letting
people know where it goes would be necessary to get people to utilize it. After riding it,
it becomes apparent that this is the best alternative to 19th Street and could function
adequately. It is not the most direct route, though, and consideration of retrofitting 19th
Street to make it more bike friendly in the future should be a discussion item. Should
th
we go with this route as an alternative to 19 Street? Should we examine how we
th
can make 19 Street safer for bikes?
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